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Anton Jolkovski, Digital Publishing Manager, WAN-IFRA

Classifieds

Once a mainstay of newspaper ad revenue (especially in the USA), printed classified advertisements have shrunk to a shadow of their former
importance, paralleled by the explosive growth of
classifieds on the Internet.
Almost as soon as the World Wide Web was born,
classifieds appeared on it. While a few far-sighted
newspapers quickly realised how well the concept
of private ads suited the nascent medium, online
classifieds were rapidly dominated by a few entrepreneurs from outside the publishing industry,
exemplified by Craiglist.
Newspapers have been fighting back ever since.
They have deployed a wide variety of strategies, including alliances with one another and
with pure players. Success stories in the former
category include CareerBuilder.com, the numberone recruitment site in the USA, with additional
operations in Europe, Asia, South America and
Canada. CareerBuilder is owned by Gannett Co.
Inc., Tribune Co., and The McClatchy Co.

© 2013 WAN-IFRA

Standing out head and shoulders in the field is
Oslo-based Schibsted, which in less than 15 years
has evolved from a Scandinavian newspaper and
media house into a global digital classified powerhouse. A combination of far-sighted thinking,
deep pockets, and perseverance – plus a willingness to cannibalise its own print business – has
catapulted Schibsted into an enviable position.
The next battleground for the industry is mobile
classifieds.
Finding the formula for success in digital classifieds is no easy matter. That is why WAN-IFRA
decided to engage the AIM Group, a company of
longstanding expertise in the field, to write this
report.
We hope our readers find in these pages both
useful information and inspiration for their classifieds operations.
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What three trends are the most important
in classified advertising for the next few years?

(Note: the graph includes revenue from both classified and display
ads for U.S. newspapers.)
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The big picture
By Peter M. Zollman
What three trends are the most important in classified advertising for
the next few years?

Mobile,
mobile and
mobile.

phones is in its early stages in most markets,
but some sites have relied on telephone ad
placement for years. Clearly, this is the future
(where it’s not the present). That phone, after
all, can take the pictures, enter the text, upload
a movie (video) of the car or the house, and pay
for it all. Who wouldn’t want to do that?

Mobile isn’t the only trend
affecting classifieds, of course:
WW Global economic trends have a huge impact

That’s right. Lots of trends are having an impact
on the way buyers and sellers connect in the classified field, but none is more important this year
(and for the next few years) than mobile.

on whether homes are selling, cars are being
traded or purchased, or whether people are
being hired.
WW The growth of multimedia has meant more

To be more specific:
WW Mobile access of ads for cars, homes, jobs

and “stuff,” or consumer-to-consumer sales of
used goods. Some classified advertising sites,
whether owned by newspapers or independent,
report that as much as 50 percent of their traffic – already! – is coming from mobile devices.
That means your classifieds have to be visible on
all sorts of mobile platforms. Print? It has a role,
too, but not for listings. (More about that later.)

... more ... more – more everything – in ads.
Where once print classifieds were abbvd and
lmtd to the use of short phrases like 4WD
(for four-wheel drive) and 3BR, 2BA (three
bedrooms, two baths), photos are now counted
in the dozens and abbreviations are completely
passé. Video clips are common. In some markets (Norway, New York City), floor plans for
apartments and flats are used often in online
ads so people can plan where their furniture
would fit.
WW Internationalisation of brands and

WW Mobile advertising: This is still in the very

early stages, but advertising on mobile devices
will be the most powerful advertising medium
in history. Why? Because people have their
mobile devices with them at all times. They
sleep with their mobile phones, and check them
in the middle of the night and first thing in
the morning when they wake up. The device
(or the underlying software) knows who you
are, where you are, what you’re interested in
and who you’re connected with. In five or 10
years, advertising to mobile devices will be so
targeted that every ad you get will be relevant
to you. Specifically and exclusively.
WW Mobile ad placement: Placement of ads

from smartphones and even generic feature

8

companies is having an impact worldwide. Olx,
majority-owned by Naspers, operates in more
than 100 countries in 40 languages. Schibsted,
the Norwegian organisation that we describe
as a “post-newspaper media company” because
more than a quarter of its revenue now comes
from digital classifieds, operates (at last count)
43 brands of classifieds in more than that
many countries. One Schibsted brand alone,
LeBonCoin.fr in France, generates more than
100 million euros on an annual basis, with an
EBITDA of 70 percent, meaning it is highly
profitable. And perhaps you’ve never heard of
eBay Classifieds – but it’s quite possible you’ve
heard of Kijiji, the eBay Classifieds brand in
Canada, Taiwan, Austria, Belgium and four
other markets. Or Marktplaats.nl, the leading
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classifieds site in the Netherlands. Mobile.de is
the strong eBay automotive brand in Germany.
And on and on.
W Personalisation and socialisation are

becoming integral to classifieds. “Share this
item,” “show your friends,” and similar
tools are essential in listings. People want to
comment on products for sale; they want to
share recommendations. One of the most popular features on Cars.com is the dealer-rating
tool. While some dealers dislike the possibility
that they will receive negative ratings, users
and many dealers understand that ratings are
important tools for customers and prospects.

And social rating sites like Yelp, AngiesList,
Qype and Dianping combine an element of
classifieds with an element of service directories, with a major dollop of user participation
rolled in. And need we say anything about
LinkedIn, which has become a leading tool for
recruiters even though it’s more a professional
networking site than a traditional listing or
classifieds site?
W Nichification is critical (if you’ll permit me

to coin a word). Friday Ads, the classified print
product in the UK, has become far more than
the print product. The parent company, Friday
Media Group, offers 20 recruitment sites
ranging from CabinCrew.com for airline cabin
attendants to RenewableEnergyJobs.com,
SimplyOfficeJobs.com and more than a dozen
others. It’s also involved in hobbies and lifestyle advertising with sites like VivaPets.com,
PracticalBoating.com, GoneBoarding.co.uk
for snowboarders, A1Surf.com for surfers in
the UK and Ireland, and FancyAPint.com, “the
comprehensive guide to pubs all around Britain
… [and] the Republic of Ireland.” Even Monster.com and CareerBuilder.com, the two top
recruitment listing sites in the USA, offer niche
sites as well as their primary branded sites.
Monster offers Military.com, NursingLink.com
and SalesHQ.com, among others; CareerBuilder operates MoneyJobs.com, WorkInRetail.
com, JobsOnTheMenu.com and more.
W Video clips will play an increasingly impor-

olx, majority-owned by Naspers, operates in more than
100 countries in 40 languages

© 2013 WAN-IFRA

tant role in classifieds during the next year
and beyond. We’re referring both to video clips
as content posted by advertisers to promote
their listings, and video clips sold as advertising much as display ads would be. Advertisers
already post video clips to show off their cars
and houses or flats, and to promote the corporate culture of their companies with job listings.
Expect the number and quality of those clips
to grow. (Some companies even maintain their
own YouTube channels for their listings.) You
can also expect to start selling video advertising, if you aren’t already, much as you would sell
banner advertising or contextual advertising.
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WW Fraud and abuse prevention are critical

issues for classified sites. While newspaper
(print) classifieds were only rarely linked to
frauds and abuses, rip-offs, assaults and even
murders have been tied in some way to online
classifieds. Craigslist, the world’s largest site,
has been connected to more than 30 murders,
while Gumtree, an eBay site, was linked to a
slaying in South Africa and Kijiji, another eBay
site, was widely identified (incorrectly) as the
potential link to a killing in Canada during a
truck sale. Sites follow a wide range of steps to
combat fraud and abuse – and most sites that
are serious about the fight have found that they
have to use a combination of human techniques
and computer tools to bear (or at least temporarily outwit) scam artists and worse. Content
moderation can be done in-house or through
outsourcing; computerised “scrubbers” can
block ads that include words that are associated
with scams or rip-offs. Sites can (and should)
maintain lists of IP addresses associated with
problem ads. And external companies can use
sophisticated software to block “bots” that
scrape ads from sites, or otherwise visit or attack the originating site’s servers.

The AIM Group defines classifieds broadly, in the categories of
WW automotive (cars/trucks/other transportation
like boats);
WW homes (new homes, resale homes, apartments/flats, condominiums and the like);
WW jobs, and
WW “stuff.”
Stuff is typically, but not always, consumer-toconsumer sales of used goods, but often includes
sales of merchandise by small merchants.

“

Just listen to what the market is
ready to pay for and give it to them.”

We also count social-recommendation engines;
service directories (plumbers, roofers, accountants, mechanics); professional networking
(LinkedIn, Orkut), and similar online tools. We
track trends in each of the verticals. While many
of them are similar, each operates differently and
involves different issues and sub-verticals.

WW “Freemium” is the number-one pricing

trend for classifieds. In fact, it is essentially the
default model for “stuff” classifieds worldwide.
Freemium is simple: Offer listings for free, and
make money on “upsells” like featured listings
and special placement. In addition, there’s contextual advertising (like Google AdWords).
Some sites are totally free (like QuickSales in
Australia, a division of market-leading CarSales and a competitor to Gumtree); others
charge for some categories or commercial
listings. Craigslist, for example, generates all
of its revenue through just three categories –
recruitment in 28 U.S. cities, apartment listings
by brokers in New York City, and “therapeutic”
categories (“massage,” for example, frequently
as a euphemism for prostitution.) Some sites,
such as Blocket.se (now owned by Schibsted)
started out free but have become mostly paid
sites.
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Here’s a look at the way each of the
verticals is changing, along with a
look at issues in some other areas
– like what’s going to happen with
print classifieds?
Automotive
“Mobile/social” is the key trend in automotive
advertising. Growth of use on mobile devices is
exploding; users are taking advantage of social
media to share information and find listings.
AutoTrader.com in the USA, for example, generates more than 5 percent of its traffic on Facebook. Not “through” Facebook, on Facebook.
Facebook users can search for cars, find recommendations and more from AutoTrader.com
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on the site itself without ever going directly to
AutoTrader.com.
Besides Facebook, some sites maintain a presence on Google+, Twitter and YouTube.
Automobili.com in Italy and Edmunds.com in the
USA have deployed Pinterest.
Besides auto reviews, Cars.com in the USA offers
dealer reviews, which are turning out to be a
magnet for consumer engagement.

W Startup HomeLight – backed by Google Ven-

tures and others – matches buyers and agents,
sort of your personal real estate concierge.
Simple but profound advice
The single, simplest – most universal – advice
we uncovered was so profound, we consider it
central to the efforts of every classified site and
every classified advertising business anywhere in
the world.

No matter where they are in the world, most of
the major auto sites the AIM Group reviewed have
launched apps for iPhones and Android phones.
(Some are on their second and third generation
apps.) Some companies have also launched mobile
versions of their websites – often, stripped-down
versions of the full sites. At least one automotive
portal, BilZonen.dk in Denmark, is experimenting with responsive design. The website sniffs the
difference between platforms (computer screen,
tablet, smartphone) and rearranges the layout to
suit the user’s experience.

“

Property

“Just listen to what the market is ready to pay for
and give it to them. “People are ready to pay for
what they know and believe in. Don’t try to force

The advice came from Serge Osipov, founder
and CEO of Delovoy Mir Online (Dmir.ru) one
of Russia’s largest classified sites and a relative
newcomer.

The biggest secret is that there is
no secret,” he told us.

After researching 90 companies and property
websites in 29 countries, the AIM Group found a
wide range of “best practices” and best advice for
growing a successful online real estate advertising business. We identified lots of innovative
services, products, payments and partnerships.
For example:
W SouFun in China issues a “platinum” club

membership card that discounts the purchase
prices of property from participating builders.
Revenue from SouFun’s e-commerce serviced
jumped from $24 million in 2011 to $102 million in 2012.
W In Spain, where property sales are still reeling
from the 2007 recession, Pisos.com refocused
its business on flat-sharing, rentals and private
sellers.
W Zillow, in the USA, focuses on value-added
services for agents and brokers. What it doesn’t
build, it acquires. In 2012, it grew revenue 77
percent over 2011.

© 2013 WAN-IFRA

Autotrader.com in the USA generates more than 5 percent
of its traffic on Facebook.
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your ideas about what
they should be paying for.
Make it easy for them to
give you money.”
For Osipov, it was a matter
Serge osipov,
of establishing a revenue
founder and Ceo of
plan before planning anyDelovoy Mir online
thing else, understanding
the limitations and potential of his market, and investing prudently.

Recruitment
Recruitment advertising sites worldwide report
increases in ad volume and traffic, if not revenue.
Most are investing in mobile technology and social media to create greater engagement and new
services for employers and job-seekers.
With minor exceptions, recruitment advertising
executives understand that their futures depend
on creating relevant experiences on mobile devices, even though their mobile traffic is typically
about 10 percent of their total traffic – for now.
They know that percentage will grow, especially
as tablets and smartphones supplant desktops
and laptops in homes and workplaces.

Wherever they may be, most recruitment advertising executives we see are undeterred by the
challenges. Most know they need to understand
how social media have changed the world online
and offline. Only then can they define strategies
to meet user expectations and social behaviour.
Of course, going social and mobile merely levels
the playing field. The challenge after that will be
to differentiate, just as it’s always been.

Stuff
“Stuff” and more is the focus of “general classified” sites. Some focus specifically on stuff – the
consumer-to-consumer sale of used merchandise
like baby goods and electronics. Other general
sites offer “stuff” advertising along with automotive, property and recruitment verticals.
Four companies are battling for global supremacy
in general classified advertising, with one more
growing steadily in Europe into a multinational
powerhouse.

While most recruitment-site executives agree
that social media are as important as mobile, no
one has really mastered it like LinkedIn – which
earns money not only from recruitment listings but also marketing services and premium
subscriptions through which recruiters and sales
executives in huge numbers prospect for new
business.
The worst social-media recruitment efforts we
see are unattended Facebook pages, and there are
plenty of those. On the other end of the spectrum
is Monster.com, Monster not only maintains its
robust BeKnown professional-networking app on
top of Facebook, but integrates it nearly seamlessly into Monster.com. (Meantime, its parent
company, Monster Worldwide, is retrenching and
is up for sale – apparently without takers.)
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the Craigslist interface has changed little since the site was
launched in the mid-1990s.
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Three of the “Big Four” are giant public companies with multiple businesses; the other is a relatively tiny company of about 30 employees with
an outsized brand name and massive traffic that
make it one of the top websites worldwide.
Craigslist: the mouse that roared
Craigslist, of course, is the small company. It has
just one office. It has barely moved into mobile.
It charges for a fraction of the millions of ads
posted each month. And even though it’s almost
anti-capitalist, the AIM Group estimated it would
generate profits of up to $103 million on revenue
of $126 million in 2012 – with substantial growth
likely in 2013 because of added and increased
fees. Revenue at Craigslist grew in 2012 after a
slight dip in 2011 because it eliminated ads for
adult services (read: prostitution). And Craigslist
is showing signs that it is finally evolving from its
1996 look-and-feel, improving usability, adding
mapping, and tweaking for mobile.
Schibsted, Naspers and eBay are the three remaining companies among the “Big Four,” with
Axel Springer making a wide range of moves in
two joint ventures to become a major multinational classified competitor as well.

“

In online classifieds, the winner
takes all.”

Schibsted: the smartest media company
Schibsted, which we often describe as the world’s
smartest media company, just grows and grows.
It’s just moved into China with two new classified
sites; it’s going head-to-head with Naspers and/
or eBay in a number of markets; it continues to
move classified sites from its “investment” portfolio, i.e., “money-losing,” to its “established business” portfolio, i.e., “profitable;” and it provides
more information on its businesses and classified
strategy than any other company we follow.
Schibsted is marching steadily toward its goal of
being No. 1, as explained by CFO Trond Berger:
“In online classifieds, the winner takes all.”

© 2013 WAN-IFRA

Naspers: not sitting back
Naspers isn’t sitting back and relaxing. The South
Africa media house, which has major interests in
pay television and print media and large investments in China and Russia, generates less than
5 percent of its Internet revenue from online
classifieds. (Schibsted receives 25 percent of its
overall revenue and 47 percent of its EBITDA
from online classifieds.)
Still, Naspers is poaching executives from other
companies (including Schibsted) to strengthen its
classified business; investing heavily in marketing; clarifying its branding, and acquiring
companies in markets where it can move into or
near the No. 1 position. Its OLX brand dominates
several markets, and Dubizzle, Ricardo and Allegro are all growing Naspers brands or divisions.
eBay: plays to win
eBay, which jumped into classifieds in 2004 with
its purchase of the powerhouse Marktplaats in
the Netherlands, now operates multiple brands
worldwide.
In some markets, like Canada with Kijiji, its classifieds are king. In others, like the United States,
they’re barely a blip. But eBay Classifieds Group
is hungry, aggressive and smart, and counting
out the owner of PayPal and eBay auctions and
marketplaces would simply be silly. It, too, plays
to win.
Axel Springer: spread throughout Europe
Axel Springer owns 70 percent of Axel Springer
Digital Classifieds GmbH, a joint venture with investment house General Atlantic valued in March
2012 at €1.25 billion. Among its key holdings are
SeLoger, a French property portal; StepStone, a
multinational recruitment site that operates in
nine European countries (including TotalJobs in
the UK); and Immonet.com, a German property
site. Separately, Ringier Axel Springer Media AG
is a joint venture that began in 2010 to operate
in Central and Eastern Europe with more than
70 print publications and more than 60 digital
products in Poland, the Czech Republic, Slovakia
and Serbia.
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Fraud and abuse prevention
Safety and security are the lifeblood of a classified advertising site. If no one can trust your
site, or if it’s tainted with fraud and abuse, you’re
finished. Users will go elsewhere, and advertisers will follow. But it’s easy to talk about fraud
and abuse at classified advertising sites. It’s much
harder to do something about it.

“

Safety and security are the lifeblood of a classified advertising site.”

Early efforts to prevent problems were rudimentary. “Flag inappropriate ads,” the little box would
say, and people would. If you owned the site,
you’d just get rid of the offending ad or two, and
you were done. It was easy.
Now, with hack attacks, the “Nigerian scam” and
the “Craigslist/Gumtree/Kijiji killer” killings
(take your pick), it’s much tougher to keep your
customers (and thus your business) safe.

Fraudsters much more professional
“Fraudsters are much more professional today
than in the recent past,” an executive at a German
auto site told the AIM Group in its research for a
special report on fraud and abuse in classified ads.
“They operate in groups and are extremely well
interconnected. They have technical expertise
and use the latest software. In recent years, the
frequency and intensity of criminal actions have
increased.”
What does a classified site have to do
to keep users safe?
After talking to more than three dozen publishers
of classified advertising worldwide, we made one
key finding (with a number of others, of course):
Technology can’t eliminate fraudulent and abusive ads. Neither can human review.
It’s almost impossible to guarantee that you’ll
eliminate all fraudulent and abusive advertising – and what happens when potential buyers
and sellers get together is completely beyond the
control of the classified advertising publisher –
but operators of classified advertising sites can
substantially curtail fraud and abuse with a com-

i
To a data scientist, this seemingly
abstract illustration tells a story.
The graphic of a massive online roleplaying game shows user interactions in the game. Researchers can
see patterns of behaviour among
various user groups.
For a classifed site, colours could
signify various product categories.
Analysing patterns of interaction can
help detect and prevent fraud.
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bination of technology, human review
and a significant, sustained effort.
One of the most fascinating developments we uncovered was the
introduction of game technology to
identify patterns of fraud and abuse.
MMPORGs – “massively multi-player
online role-playing games” like World
of Warcraft, Everquest and EVE – can
illustrate patterns and help determine
who’s likely to be a scam artist and
who’s legitimate.

“

Technology can’t
eliminate fraudulent and
abusive ads. Neither can human review.”
We also found a number of cooperative efforts by publishers who
compete otherwise, but cooperate
on safety and security. We spoke
to executives of a beleaguered
general classified website that has
more than 100 full-time staffers reviewing ads to weed out
and report child trafficking ads.
We found new tools, new vendors, new techniques, and new
services to offer your advertisers
and your users to help them stay
safe and secure when they use
your site or sites.
The problems of fraud and
abuse, safety and security are
likely to get worse. And doing everything you can do to
prevent them will not only be
good for your customers, they’ll
be good business as well.

© 2013 WAN-IFRA

An online classified listing can serve as a gateway to an
immense amount of information, multimedia content,
and related services.
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Will print classifieds survive?
If you’ve been paying attention to
the preceding 3,000 words, you’ve
noticed we haven’t said much about
print classifieds. Will they survive?
Yes. And no.
Except for a few outlier markets like India (and
real estate in Peru, of all things, for example!),
print classifieds are on a steady and irreversible
downhill slide. They’re down but not out, but in
some markets they’re pretty much “out” too. Even
in India and Peru, they don’t have a long-term
future, as in decades.
For example, in the USA, the newspaper classified advertising market has dropped from a
record high of $19.6 billion in 2000 to less than
$5 billion in 2012, and it is continuing to drop.
The economic recovery has tempered the losses
somewhat, but a full-blown recovery isn’t going to
happen.
However, print classifieds are likely to survive in
one form.
Print classified listings still work, amazingly
enough, but fewer and fewer consumers are using
them and fewer and fewer commercial clients
are listing their cars, homes and jobs in print.
However, print is still a great tool for branding,
and probably will be for the foreseeable future. So
in a few years you probably won’t see many ads
(if any) listing individual jobs. But major companies and perhaps even small ones will use display
classifieds for two purposes – to promote their
employment brands, and to direct potential jobseekers to their online listings, whether they be
on the company’s own site, a general recruitment
site, a Facebook page or a niche online recruitment site.

the dealer can post all of his store’s inventory
online with multiple photos of each car, extensive
details of the listing, service coupons, lead-generation tools and much more?
Online advertising tools are so sophisticated
now that those inventory listings can be targeted
online at specific buyers; updated in real time (so
that one minute an ad says “one of seven Toyota
Camrys” and five minutes later it says “one of six
Toyota Camrys”), and can generate traffic reports
and other detailed information for the dealer
with or without buyer contact data.
Why would a property agent run a small print ad
with abbreviations and without photos, when her
online site and other property sites can include
comprehensive data about the house for sale
or flat to let, including photos, video clips, floor
plans, financing information and so much more?
The property agent is much more likely to run an
ad promoting her agency or touting the benefits
of a particular subdivision or home style than an
individual listing.

Print for branding,
awareness, highlights
Print has a role: Branding, awareness, and
highlights. Rather than running ads of lists,
with tiny type, abbreviations and few details, the
classifieds will become tools for driving traffic to
online listings by promoting the value of the offering – whether it’s a car, a home, a job or “stuff.”
So highlight listings from your online ads in
print. Use online to upsell into print. Use online
to identify prospects for branding and promotional ads in print. And don’t give up on print.
Just don’t expect it to be the classifieds of old.

Online listings sophistication
Likewise, why would an auto dealer run a fullpage newspaper ad with single photos and tiny
descriptions of a dozen or two dozen cars, when

16
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“

Activity in the Latin American classified
advertising market mirrors what is happening
throughout the region: strong growth is attracting international competition, but systemic problems are still stifling development. Still,
drastic change is on the horizon.

“

The online classifieds market
in India is growing at a fast clip but
has yet to harness the true potential of the medium.

© 2013 WAN-IFRA
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Latin America’s explosive growth
attracts global classified giants
Activity in the Latin American classified advertising market mirrors what
is happening throughout the region:
strong growth is attracting international competition, but systemic problems are still stifling development.
Still, drastic change is on the horizon.
The story is familiar: Newspapers in Latin America enjoyed an unassailable market position in
classifieds that guaranteed them profits year after
year. Additionally, the newspapers were (and
still are) generally family-owned, passed down
from generation to generation. The relationships
these powerful families developed in what were
cloistered business communities meant there was
little chance that upstart media companies could
pose a significant threat.
Low Internet penetration and a have / have not
economy that made computer hardware unaffordable for most of the population also hampered adoption of digital alternatives to print
classifieds. However, as the cost of Internetcapable computers has tumbled, and ordinary
people began buying affordable smartphones, the
handwriting is clearly on the wall.

“

We expect that it will become
more and more normal for a bigger part
of the population to use the Internet
when they’re looking for a house or car,
or used goods, to look for those online.
And when they have something to sell,
they’ll do that online as well.”

Global brands have entered the leading markets
in Brazil, Mexico, Argentina, Colombia and Chile,
and are working to establish footholds in secondary markets in Central America. With hard-won
knowledge and experience gleaned from their
developed markets, companies such as Naspers
and Schibsted are patiently laying foundations.
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Meanwhile, homegrown digital startups such as
Dridco and RedMas are aggressively expanding
into once-sacrosanct newspaper markets, crossing international borders with impunity – and
infuriating the family-owned media groups.

Newspapers don’t take threat
seriously
Even with all this drama, however, many in the
Latin American newspaper industry still don’t
take the threat to their existing businesses seriously. One prominent newspaper’s classified ad
manager in Brazil was unaware of Schibsted, or
that the Scandinavian classified leader was in his
market competing for listings.
“At the moment newspapers are not particularly
preoccupied with us,” said Andries Oudshoorn,
SVP of Latin American operations for Schibsted.
“I think the whole market is growing, and they
aren’t really being affected by us at this point in
time.
“We expect that it will become more and more
normal for a bigger part of the population to use
the Internet when they’re looking for a house or
car, or used goods, to look for those online. And
when they have something to sell, they’ll do that
online as well.
“Right now, people are still scared, and think that
using the Internet is difficult. This is the same attitude that used to exist in European markets. We
see a very similar development path here.”
Schibsted launched BomNegocio in Brazil and
FincaRaiz in Colombia. Both are based on the
Blocket framework used first in Sweden and then
throughout Europe. In Brazil and Colombia, the
sites are growing more than 100 percent each
year, although they are still not profitable. Schibsted takes a very long view and is willing to accept years of negative EBITDA (earnings) figures
in exchange for growing market share. That’s a
luxury that the Latin American newspapers cannot – or are not willing to – endure.
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“The Google of classifieds
for Latin America”

experimenting with their content mix, and now
they are reaping the rewards of that research.

Meanwhile, competition is also afoot with local
digital upstarts Dridco or alaMaula, although their
stories are quite different. Dridco is a spin-off of
the Argentine newspaper La Nacion, while alaMaula is a pure digital play that was acquired by
eBay in 2011. Both were launched in Argentina and
have aggressively expanded into markets in other
nations, confounding local media companies.

“Newspapers missed already,” Noriega said.
“They are losing space – because it is so very
hard for them to move fast, or to even realise that
they have to move.

“AlaMaula.com used to have a very Argentinian scope,” said Diego Noriega, who cofounded
alaMaula in 2008, and is now general manager
for Latin American operations for eBay. “But then
we realised that if we wanted to win the game,
we had to go regional, so we decided we were
going to be the Google of classified advertising
for Latin America.

“The ones who are making decisions are old guys
from the old school. They said, ‘What? Go into
Mexico from Argentina? No! No way!’ But we did
it. It took an investment of $2 million, and hard
work and patience. We just launched IBazar.com.
mx in Mexico, along with the alaMaula presence.
“But that was a decision that had to be made five
years ago. Not now. Now it’s too late.

“Conditions in the Latin American market
have totally changed. It’s gone from a situation
where, if you were the dominant newspaper
in a country, then you would automatically
win – to what we have now, where it’s the size
of your technology team and the depth of the
knowledge you’ve gotten from the rest of the
world that determines who will pull ahead
and win.
“The poor print classifieds are losing bigtime. If newspaper owners think what they
are doing is working, good for them. But the
growth numbers we are putting up, week
after week, month after month indicate
otherwise.”

A cutting-edge
social media strategy
AlaMaula relies on a cutting-edge social
media strategy to engagement with regional
audiences. AlaMaula execs realised that
users were spending one out of every four hours
online, interacting on Facebook. So they started
building a loyal user base on Facebook, patiently
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AlaMaula.com, owned by eBay, aims to be “the Google
of classified advertising for Latin America,” according to
cofounder Diego Noriega.
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“Now Schibsted is here, eBay (through ala-Maula)
is here, Olx is here. Everything that we have all
learned from doing this in every other country in
the world, we will apply to the platform here.”
AlaMaula relies on a mix of banner ads, paid
premium placement, and Google AdSense for its
revenue stream. It offers free classified listings,
and its use of social media and the recent changes
to the Google algorithm to include social media
relevance, has landed alaMaula atop the heap in
search engine rankings.

The most controversial company
in the market
The most controversial company in the Latin
American classified market is Dridco, led by
the provocative CEO Guido Grinbaum. Unlike
Olx, Schibsted, or alaMaula, it has targeted paid
classifieds from professional listers – real-estate
agents, auto dealers, HR managers.
Dridco’s market strategy is to use well-trained ad
sales teams that are expert at coaxing along Latin
American business owners who have long been
reluctant to gamble with the unknown digital
platforms. Dridco has increasingly met with success, in part by providing a “wow factor” through
flashy virtual-reality online advertising events
that impress business owners and convince them
there is value to be found on the Internet.
Another thing that sets Dridco apart is that it was
founded for the express purpose of disrupting
the advertising business of La Nacion, its parent.
Other newspaper owners in the region laughed
and shook their heads in disbelief – until Dridco
started entering their markets and disrupting
their businesses.
“The problem has always been that newspapers
in Latin America will experiment – but only so
much,” says Grinbaum. “The minute you start
to get too successful, boom! The newspaper kills
you because they fear you will destroy their core
business.
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“When we launched Dridco, the parent newspaper La Nacion had about $50 million in classified revenues. If they wanted to set up their own
online classifieds business, they would have been
competing with that $50 million business. That’s
a lot of money to risk. So they wouldn’t have done
all the things that we did just to build the business.”

Papers’ insistence
on bundling with print
Grinbaum continues, “For example, in LatAm,
all newspapers have their digital assets, but they
insist on selling the digital ads only if they are
bundled with the print classifieds.
“That’s why none of the newspaper digital classifieds are leaders in their areas – well, except for
El Empleo in Colombia. … That is only because
El Empleo wasn’t set up by El Tiempo. El Tiempo
invested in what was then a small company, and
then after it grew, they bought the thing. Which is
the only reason they’re the leaders in job postings
in Colombia.”
Across the region, the national newspapers are
members of an organisation called Grupo Diarios
de America (the American Newspaper Group).

The membership includes:
La Nación (Argentina)
O Globo (Brazil)
El Mercurio (Chile)
El Tiempo (Colombia)
La Nación (Costa Rica)
El Comercio (Ecuador)
El Universal (Mexico)
El Comercio (Peru)
El Nuevo Día (Puerto Rico)
El País (Uruguay)
El Nacional (Venezuela)
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The mobile web
will change everything
The one thing all the competitors agree on is that
the mobile web is gaining traction in the region,
and that it will change everything.
Use of mobile devices to surf the web has lagged
in Latin America for many of the same reasons
that use of the desktop web lagged: high cost of
hardware and unreliable data infrastructure.
Smartphones were punishingly expensive because
of import tariffs, and mobile data plans were beyond the reach of all but elite businessmen.
That situation is changing fast
Google’s open-source Android operating system
for smartphones is now being challenged by
Mozilla’s mobile Firefox. This is expected to bring
smartphone functionality (touchscreens, apps,
mobile browsing) to the market segment that has
been limping along with feature phones for the
past decade or more. Alcatel, LG and ZTE have
announced they will build the first Firefox OS devices, and Huawei will follow. Experts expect the
markets in Latin America, Africa and Asia will
soon be flooded with low-cost smartphones just
as they were by the first wave of mobile devices.
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The other piece of the puzzle is also falling into
place – a recent pact between Mexican billionaire
Carlos Slim and the giant Spanish mobile company Telefonica to carve up Latin America and
roll out cellular data services may finally bring affordable wireless data plans to millions of users.
“We know everything is going mobile,” Grinbaum said. “Right now, users aren’t going to
e-commerce sites yet because of the high cost of
data plans. So they use their data plan for news,
Twitter or Facebook, but they don’t use it for
ecommerce.
“But at the end of the day, we’re going to see the
shift as people move from their office or at home,
and continue to look at the things that they were
looking at, when they were at their desks and
sneaking in shopping sessions.”
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Indian online classifieds:
A huge market, still untapped
The online classifieds market in India
is growing at a fast clip but has yet
to harness the true potential of the
medium.
The online free-classifieds market in India was
estimated at US$ 500 million in 2012. But, despite the presence of global players like Naspers’
OLX, Schibsted’s SahiPasand and regional sites
like Sulekha and Quikr, poor penetration of the
Internet and broadband connections present a
challenge as well as an opportunity. Less than 6
percent of the Indian population uses the Internet.
In 2010, the online classified market was valued
at Rs 10.3 billion ($169 million at this writing)
and the offline market (primarily print)
was valued at Rs 12.4 billion ($204 million). The market for mobile classified
advertising was estimated at around Rs
100 crore ($16.42 million) in 2012.

“A mobile phone has the potential to be more
effective than television, personal computers,
outdoor or digital displays, because it has the
ability to influence the consumer at the last mile
of transaction. It is observed that a person on a
single day remains exposed to one screen more as
compared with any other, and that is their mobile
phones,” says Vishwanath Alluri, founder, chairman and chief executive officer of IMImobile.

Five companies
offer online classifieds
In addition to newspaper-oriented print classifieds, five major companies offer growing online
classified services.

Mobile classifieds
for brand marketing
Mobile classified advertising is
nascent, but is expected to become
an integral part of brand marketing
campaigns, says Abhay Doshi, senior
director of marketing for Flytext. “It
seeks to fill the gap that traditional
media has been unable to bridge. A
lot of new-age brands are ready to
experiment with this medium,” he
adds.
India is second only to China in the
race to become the largest mobile
market in the world, and it offers
great advertising potential, says
Kumar Apoorv, chief operating
officer, Value First Group. “It is
expected to grow at a positive rate
over the next four-five years, and is expected to
garner a size of Rs 200 to Rs 250 crore ($32.84
million to $41.05 million),” he says.
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Naukri.com is owned by Infoedge (India) Limited,
a growing, publicly traded company.
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InfoEdge (India) Limited, a publicly traded
company on the National Stock Exchange of
India, is showing significant growth. Revenue
in real estate grew 54.6 percent in Q3 of its fiscal year 2012-2013, and recruitment revenue
increased by 10.1 percent.
The company’s recruitment businesses, which
include Naukri.com in India and NaukriGulf.com
in the Middle East, contribute more than half of
the company’s revenue.

“

Less than 6 percent of the Indian
population uses the Internet.”

It also operates 99Acres.com, a real estate site;
Jeevansathi.com, a matrimonial site; Brijj.com,
a professional networking site, and several other
sites and related businesses.

Schibsted Classified Media recently launched
the free classified ads site SahiPasand.com, offering a full spectrum of merchandise classifieds
along with cars, homes, and jobs. Schibsted says
the company is focused on quality of the listings
and fraud prevention. Instead of the traditional
classifieds structure based primarily on categories of goods, SahiPasand’s homepage asks the
user to choose between one of 28 regions. This
layout is similar to other Schibsted Classified
Media sites based on the Blocket platform. SahiPasand currently has only about 50,000 ads, but
Schibsted has big ambitions.
Transformation of ad networks
“This battle is not about who else we should beat,”
Schibsted Classified Media CEO Terje Seljeseth says. “It’s more about the transformation of
the advertising networks and how the market
develops. You should keep in mind that the gross
domestic product of India is about four times the
one of Norway. I guess that says something about
the technological development in the country.
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This effort is a bit different than what we have
done previously in Europe.”
The launch of a new site in a nation as densely
populated as India is a new direction in Schibsted’s strategy, which until now has concentrated
mainly on smaller countries with higher Internet
usage. With a population of nearly 1.2 billion and
an estimated 71 million Internet users, India is
considered by the Norwegian company to be a
market with huge potential.
Olx, an Argentina-based advertising classifieds
site owned by South Africa media house Naspers,
was launched in India in 2006. Olx India is gearing up for growth in Internet and mobile device
usage, following a surge of social networking
activity and increasing interest in online shopping across India.

“

The battle is about the
transformation of the advertising
networks and how the market
develops.”

Amarjit Singh Batra, Olx country manager, says
the company is excited about its relationship with
Yahoo, the leading portal in India. “We get to
have a permanent brand presence on the Yahoo
home page. Our value proposition... is to enhance the brand visibility, have access to quality
Internet traffic and engage with users at different
touch points within the Yahoo site properties.
“We felt that tying up with Yahoo would be a good
option for us. It’s also a good option for Yahoo as
we commit to spend with them for a year and being the leading brand of free classifieds in India,
Olx solves the problem of buying, selling and renting products and services for Yahoo users.”
Online classifieds have already succeeded
Batra says online free general classifieds have
succeeded already in India and will continue
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to grow. “Initial successes have been
with vertical sites in jobs, matrimony
and real estate, whereas the horizontal
classifieds have now begun to get a lot
of traction. Most of the early classifieds
successes have been hybrid models
where it required a heavy-on-ground
workforce to enable, educate and
monetise the users. India being an
underpenetrated Internet market,
online classifieds as a pure-play Internet model initially didn’t take off like
in the West and it needed the offline
presence of offices and resources to
build traction in market making.”
Another significant site, Quikr, was
launched in 2008 and currently
operates in more than 80 cities.
Part-owned by eBay Inc., its primary
investors are Matrix Partners, Omidyar Network, Norwest Venture Partners, Nokia Growth
Partners and Warburg Pincus. Like most general
sites, it offers cars, homes, jobs and “stuff.”
CEO Pranay Chulet says the company, which describes itself as one of the world’s top 250 private
companies, is a good way for users to discover
the benefits of e-commerce. Forrester Research
Inc. projects a compound annual growth rate of
57 percent for e-commerce in India between 2012
and 2016.
“Quikr is seen as a risk-free way to get initiated
into this space,” Chulet says. “The rapidly in-
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Quikr
was launched in 2008 and currently operates in more than 80 cities in India.

creasing Internet usage in Tier 2 and Tier 3 towns
is another important factor. The youth in smaller
towns are just as ambitious and willing to take
risks as their bigger city counterparts and this
reflects in their online behaviour as well.
“In the clash of the screens, the scales have now
tipped in favour of the humble mobile. This is the
revolution that has made a huge difference in our
socio-economic fabric and will continue to power
platforms like ours in the years to come,” says
Chulet.
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Schibsted’s classified success story
– How could they be so smart?
Schibsted’s success story in classified
advertising has been told often, but
there are still lessons to be learned
from it.
The question we ask today: With all the difficulty
other newspaper companies have had dealing
with the transition from print to digital classifieds, how did Schibsted get so smart so early?
In less than 15 years, Oslo-based Schibsted has
evolved from a Scandinavian newspaper and
media house into a global digital classified powerhouse. It now generates NOK 1 billion (US $173
million) every quarter from digital classifieds
– and that number is still rising. Overall, 45 percent of Schibsted’s revenue and 63 percent of its
operating profit in the first quarter of 2013 originated from online operations. Its French LeBonCoin venture now is the most profitable classified
site, with 70 percent EBITDA margin, beating
both Blocket.se (47 percent) and Finn.no (44
percent) [Editor’s note: EBITDA means “earnings
before interest, taxes, depreciation and amortisation.” EBITDA margin is a number accountants
use to rate the profitability of a company.]

At least 43 brands
in dozens of countries
Schibsted keeps expanding its global classifieds
footprint, as CEO Rolv Erik Ryssdal promised
in his CEO statement in the 2012 annual report,
released in March 2013: “In 2012 we spent NOK
500 million ($85.6 million) on building better
classified sites and taking lead positions. In 2013
we will spend even more.”
The company now operates at least 43 classified
brands in dozens of countries, and it continues to
add both brands and countries so rapidly that it’s
almost impossible to keep up with developments.
(Schibsted’s own listing of its classified brands
– http://schibsted.com/Our-brands/OnlineClassifieds – was last updated in 2010, so it’s far
behind.)
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The company started focusing on classifieds as
early as 1998, when it operated only in Norway
and Sweden.
Why so early? And why the
intense focus on classifieds,
while many other newspaper companies were retreating from classifieds in the
face of withering competition from dot-coms? We
Sverre Munck,
asked Sverre Munck, execuFormer EVP Strategy
and International
tive vice president/strategy
Editorial, Schibsted
and international editorial,
ASA, Norway
who joined Schibsted as chief
financial officer in 1994 and
became executive vice president/multimedia in
1998.

Internet’s effects foreseen
“A lot of new initiatives came from headquarters,”
Munck said. “We had a management group that
as early as the late 1990s believed that the Internet would change everything. And we were supported by smart managers in the various operations who shared our belief that the Internet was
made for classifieds and classifieds were made for
the Internet.”
Munck, who was to step down from his post in
September, vividly remembers the challenges in
the early days. In the mid-1990s the company
launched a predecessor to Finn.no that presented
newspaper classifieds – but the converted PDFs
from the printed edition generated little interest
among users. In 2000 Finn.no was founded as
a company. By that time, the online classifieds
market in Norway was owned by non-newspaper
players. Stepstone was miles ahead on jobs.
Homes and cars were dominated by companies
such as Bilguiden (cars) and Tinde (homes).
Newspapers were No. 2 at best, and in some of
the verticals (jobs, homes, cars, boats, miscellaneous), even No. 3.
Schibsted made a groundbreaking decision. “We
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decided that the defender couldn’t also be the aggressor, and we split up the company. That’s when
things started to happen real quickly,” Munck
remembered.
Finn was established as a joint venture of five
newspaper companies. However, as the majority
owner, Schibsted was in the driver’s seat. “Five
shareholders with 20 percent each would never
have worked. It’s also important to mention that
we offered a very fair arrangement. There was
real benefit for the newspapers in giving us their
ads and upselling to Finn.”

Never a back seat to newspapers
Finn never had to take a back seat to the newspapers’ needs. All processes were adapted to meet
the needs of the startup. And it grew.
“Indeed, this was a combination of things. We
invested a lot in technology and therefore the
functionality of the site was quite good. Thanks
to our cooperation with the newspapers we
reached a critical mass of ad content very rapidly,
and we already had good relations with customers such as car dealers, for example. They knew
us and trusted us.”
By 2003 Schibsted’s management was convinced
that online classifieds
would also prove financially
profitable.
“If you can control the
conversion from print to
online, you can maintain
your margins,” said Kjell
Aamot, then CEO of Schibsted, in 2003 at the WAN
World Newspaper Congress
in Dublin.

Kjell Aamot,
Executive Advisor,
former President
and CEO of Schibsted ASA, Norway

He also described online classifieds as a completely new industry that would be seven times
the size of offline classifieds by 2010. (They aren’t
yet, at least by AIM Group calculations.)
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Internet serves print,
not vice versa
At about the same time, Terje Seljeseth, then CEO
of Finn.no and today chief executive of Schibsted
Classified Media, offered proof of Aamot’s statement in an interview with Classified Intelligence
Report. He used the private automobile market as
an example: “One year ago Aftenposten had four
times as many ads as Finn.no. Today Finn.no has
four times as many ads as Aftenposten. In the
beginning, the newspaper served Finn. Now most
of Aftenposten’s private car ads come from Finn.”
In those days, Schibsted was still convinced that
newspaper companies would ultimately dominate the online classifieds market. It co-founded
AdExAlliance, which early in 2002 announced
that it would make classifieds from about 900
newspapers with 70 million readers in seven
countries across Western Europe accessible
and bookable. The company touted the value of
print-online combination packaging, the quality
of the prospects it was reaching, and the value of
one-order, one-bill advertising. In June 2003 it
started FinnTech AS as a joint venture with two
U.K. publishing houses to develop classified software based on Finn.no technology. Both ventures
were eventually discontinued. Munck’s comment:
“Key lesson from FinnTech: We are not a commercial software company.”
In 2003 Schibsted also was testing its first internationalisation options. The target market was
Sweden. Blocket.se at that time was still a garage
firm, but it was starting to dominate the classifieds space. When Blocket turned down Schibsted’s acquisition offer of SEK 90 million (about
$11.7 million at the time), Schibsted launched
its own “Finnmer.se” portal based on the Finn.
no software and concept. However, in December
2003 Finnmer more than doubled its initial offer
and bought the majority of Blocket AB for SEK
183 million (about $25 million).
Ryssdal, at that time CEO of Schibsted-owned
Aftonbladet, Sweden’s leading newspaper, was
very pleased with the deal, telling Classified Intel-
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ligence Report: “We have looked into online classifieds for some time, even started with a predecessor at the beginning of the year. But in the first half
of the year the situation changed dramatically.”

Explosive development
“Blocket.se, which had started charging for its
services two years ago, experienced explosive
development and reached critical mass in its
markets. So we started talking about cooperation
and ended up buying the company,” said Ryssdal.
Blocket turned out to be one of the smartest
acquisitions Schibsted ever made. In 2003 it
reached profit of SEK 13 million ($1.8 million)
on turnover of SEK 34 million ($4.6 million). In
December 2006, when Schibsted bought 18.2
percent of Blocket from the minority shareholders, it ended up paying SEK 297.2 million ($42.2
million). That meant the company was valued at
SEK 1,625 million ($230.6 million)! Payment was
made in shares of Schibsted. The valuation made
the acquisition comparable to the purchase of
Trader Classified Media, the huge deal Schibsted
made in 2006.
“You can’t plan for acquisitions,” Birger Magnus,
deputy CEO of Schibsted
ASA, told participants in a
WAN digital conference in
Amsterdam in 2007, “but
we have been lucky.” The acquisition of Blocket yielded
a deep insight: It is extremely difficult to compete with
an established portal.

Birger Magnus,
Deputy Chief Executive Officer of Schibsted ASA, Norway

Marketing a digital service
– digitally
Digital success requires a digital marketing strategy, Schibsted would learn. Munck remembers the
2005 launch of its Compraventa site in Spain: “At
that time we thought it would be a good idea to
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use advertising in our free newspaper, 20minutos, to market the website. However, our country
manager taught us an important lesson. He said
he’d rather pay Google full price than buy newspaper ads at a 95-percent rebate. It’s a conversation business, he said, and we need to reach the
people when they are at their computers, in front
of the screen. Brand building has its role, but not
in the early days of an online classifieds site.”
The next year, 2006, became the busiest year
yet for the digital company. Schibsted bought
Trader Classified Media operations in Spain,
Latin America, France, Italy and Switzerland for
$743 million in cash. That included 209 publications and 27 websites that saw 5.5 million unique
visitors per month. It added almost 50 percent to
Schibsted’s staff at that time.
“This acquisition is consistent with Schibsted’s
strategy to become a leading player within classifieds in Europe,” Aamot said. “Schibsted has a
leading position in classifieds offline and online
in Norway and Sweden. Our experience from
successful classifieds like Finn and Blocket is our
main competitive advantage when transforming
Trader’s western European assets into leading
internet services in their markets.”
In the same year, Schibsted launched LeBonCoin
in France as a joint venture with Spir Communications, and Willhaben in Austria together
with Styria. Singapore Press Holdings became
a partner in internationalization in the Pacific
region. And there was more and more trouble for
print classifieds.

A big decision:
close print classifieds
Munck recalls: “In November 2008 came the big
decision. Print classifieds in Spain were still making a few million euros’ revenue but we decided to
close them anyway. And this was absolutely the
right decision, because it allowed management to
shift focus from how to keep print alive to how to
build the business online.”
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“When the going got tough, we kept on going,”
Aamot described those years of transition in
2008. Schibsted started investing in digital as
early as 1995 and continued to invest during the
downturn. It tolerated seven years of losses. Its
unique shareholder structure, which protects
the company from take-over and forced strategy
changes, proved to be a long-term boon.
“We’re not afraid to cannibalise ourselves. If we
don’t attack our cash cow, someone else will,”
Aamot told Classified Intelligence Report. “We
allowed Finn to attack the mother company,
and used cars on Finn.no ruined the revenues of
the paper.” Schibsted finally became the digital
classified company, or “post-newspaper media
company,” that it is today. It’s always nice to hear
success stories – but also a little bit frustrating
once you realise that they’re not easy to replicate.

Most classified markets
have been taken
“The classified markets, unless you are in an
emerging market, are pretty much taken. If you
haven’t secured your position yet, you might consider buying in, but it’s too late trying to recapture
[market share], in my opinion,” Munck comments.
However, Munck said, there are lessons learned
that are worth sharing. One is that successful
companies need to believe in their own strength:
“It’s always easier to run a business yourself than
with a partner.”
Local brands, like the ones newspapers tend to
own or build, are much less likely to thrive on the
Internet. But is it really an illusion to think local
brands can work? “No,” said Munck. “It depends
on the market. In Norway or Sweden we have 10
million people and national brands. But if you’re
in India, Russia, Brazil or even the USA, it can
be a different situation: There can be a strong
regional player if the market is big enough. But
if you take the super-long view – I’m talking
decades – then probably the scale factor will
dominate.”
As part of its local strategy, Schibsted has
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launched sites recently in two Chinese provinces:
LiaoMaiMai.com and LuMaiMai.com. It also
operates at least 13 brands in Latin America,
TradeStable.com in Nigeria and Morocco (among
other African sites), and Sahipasand.com in
India. All of those are in the “investment” phase,
meaning they’re not yet profitable. The company
takes a long-term view of building businesses:
“We’re just getting started here in Latin America,” Andries Oudshoorn, SVP of Latin American
operations for Schibsted, told the AIM Group in
spring 2013. “The growth rates are high everywhere [in Latin America] – about 100 percent
in all the markets where we are investing. At the
moment, we’re not so much focused on monetization yet, so we can’t really compare the ability to
monetise with other markets.”
And then there is mobile. Nobody has figured
out the perfect model, Munck said. “We’re still
learning. We have sites that get more than 50
percent of the traffic from mobile. So far this has
not been a disruptive factor, just another channel for viewing and posting ads. We haven’t seen
a mobile business model yet. But we have sites in
Asia and some countries where we think people
will directly go to the mobile and never use a PC,”
he said.

Schibsted operates tradeStable.
com in Nigeria and Morocco as well as other sites in Africa.
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Craigslist (and more)
Craigslist is by far the most prominent
of the thousands of freemium classified sites worldwide. As one of the
first, it’s also often blamed – wrongly,
we believe – for “killing newspaper
classifieds.”
No matter. It’s a juggernaut. Depending on whom
you ask, it’s generally listed among the top 20
websites in the world. That’s all sites, not just
classified sites.
And it’s finally decided
to come into the 20th century
You read right: the 20th century, not the 21st.
Long derided for its bare-bones, downright ugly
design, which has changed little since it launched
as a website in 1996 after a year as an e-mail list
among Craig Newmark and his friends, Craigslist

has lately been sneaking in some improvements.
First there’s the interactive map on the homepage. As of this writing, the only time you’ll see
it is if you’re a first-time visitor to Craigslist, or
you’ve deleted the cookie. But the map, which
doesn’t offer any explanation of what it means,
appears to enumerate the number of local or
regional sites and postings in an area. It shows
plum-colored Craigslist “pins” – like Googlepoints with the Craigslist peace-sign logo – and
pops up windows showing the location of various
sites.

Finally, a mobile app
Much more important than the map, Craigslist
has recently authorised the launch of a mobile
app by a design studio, Mokriya. After more than
a decade of avoiding and even aggressively fighting companies that tried to
improve on Craigslist with apps and
bolt-on tools, the company finally allowed Mokriya to launch an approved
app in February 2013.
After years of limiting graphics to pictures and floor-plans, the company also
has slowly added mapping capabilities as
well. Now, powered by Leaflet and OpenStreetMaps (an open-source geographic
tool for websites), the site provides map
views in certain categories, including
apartments and autos for sale. (Some of
the features are offered only in certain
markets, or just in the USA.)
More innovation
may be in the works
The company, which employs about 30
people in an office building in downtown
San Francisco – it moved out of the
fabled Victorian house a couple of years
ago – is now looking for Java developers,
web developers and Perl “wizards.” That
could be an indication that more changes
and improvements are in the works.
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Enough funds
for innovation
Craigslist certainly has sufficient
money to fund innovations. The
latest revenue estimates for Craigslist, prepared by the AIM Group/
Classified Intelligence in late 2012,
projected revenue at $126 million.
Costs were estimated at between $23
million and $33 million, leaving estimated profits of up to $93 million
and a profit margin of somewhere
between 74 and 82 percent.
That’s a lot of revenue and a large
profit, but it comes from very big
numbers overall.
The company reports that it serves
50 billion – thousand million –
page-views each month, with 60 million users in
the USA alone. It receives more than 100 million
classified listings each month, including reposts
and renewals, and operates in 13 languages
including French, German, Portuguese, Spanish
and Turkish. It has more than 700 local sites in
70 countries. Some are remarkably robust, as in
San Francisco (where the mayor and City Council
once declared a “Craig Newmark Day” in honour
of the Craigslist founder) and in Boston. Others
are fairly thin or used only minimally, but even in
countries where sites like Gumtree, Kijiji or OLX
dominate, Craigslist carries more listings than a
casual observer might expect.

Few ads cost money
Craigslist charges for very few of its ads – perhaps just one-tenth of 1 percent. It generates
that $126 million in revenue by charging just
$25 to $75 for recruitment ads in 28 U.S. cities;
apartments in New York City that are posted by
brokers; and “therapeutic services” (ethical massage). It does not carry any display ads or Google
AdWords (or similar search-related ads), and it
doesn’t charge for any ads outside the USA.
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Schibsted’s Blocket.se started
off as a copy of Craigslist, as did
many other sites.

The “therapeutic
services” issue
was one of the
(many) major issues that haunted Craigslist. For
about the first 14 years of its existence, Craigslist carried “erotic services” ads, later called
“adult services” ads. They were thinly disguised
fronts for prostitution, which is illegal almost
everywhere in the USA. State attorneys general
and various community groups fought Craigslist
for carrying the ads, and the company finally
dropped them in September 2010.

Dozens of brazen imitators
Because of its early success, Craigslist has been
brazenly imitated by dozens of sites. Some have
become strong, stand-alone, independent sites
– and three of the biggest are owned by three
of the “Big Five” global classified companies.
OLX, owned by Naspers; Kijiji and its corporate
cousins Gumtree and Loquo, owned by eBay; and
Blocket.se (and its dozens of related sites), owned
by Schibsted, all launched as brazen copies or
ripoffs of Craigslist. Most have outgrown their
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heritage, but the respective owners have learned
a lot from Craigslist – especially eBay.
eBay, perhaps surprisingly, owns 28 percent of
the stock of Craigslist Inc. It bought its stake in
2004 from a former employee, who received the
shares from Newmark. But the marriage hasn’t
been a happy one. eBay launched competing sites
in 2005, and in 2008 the two companies began
suing each other in litigation that is still pending
five years later.
In addition, Craigslist Inc. has earned a reputation for aggressive litigation against companies
that try to expand on its services or even have
similar names. It sued Jameslist.com, a Swedish
“luxury marketplace;” the company changed its
name to JamesEdition to resolve the lawsuit. It’s
suing CraigsTruck.com, a delivery service based
in Seattle, Washington, that delivers products
and advertises its services on Craigslist. It’s also
involved in lawsuits with PadMapper.com, which
aggregates apartment listings from Craigslist and
other sources and maps them; Lovely (LiveLovely.com), another apartment site; and Discover
Home Network, among other companies.
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Target of lawsuits, too
Craigslist itself has been sued several times, as
well, primarily in cases where users have been
attacked or killed after using the site. More than
30 murders have been linked in some way to
Craigslist; in one of the most recent cases, three
men were lured to a farm in Ohio with a Craigslist listing for jobs. All were killed; one of two
suspects has been convicted and sentenced to
death for the crimes.
What’s next for Craigslist? The company never
says – it’s notoriously close-mouthed about development and growth. But the hints of more improvements and a richer media experience, and
the evolution toward mobile, are likely to slowly
but surely change Craigslist forever. Even if it still
is the same ugly, utilitarian site that churns out
revenue and profits while serving its users with
connections every day.
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Anticipate or die: the story
of Junk Mail in South Africa
What is the most natural reaction if a
strong competitor enters your market,
backed by deep pockets and equipped
with lots of skilled people who know
the business very well?

Classifieds

30,000 new ads are being posted per week. Users
exchange 140,000 instant messages per week.
This means that overall, Junk Mail’s user base has
grown 300 percent (to 4 million), new ads are up
40 percent and the response per ad has improved
three fold. All growth is in mobile and mobile now
is responsible for 50 percent of the usage.

No one could be blamed for closing their
doors and moving on to new shores.
However, that wasn’t the option of
choice for Junk Mail Publishing (PTY)
LTD, for 21 years a publisher of free
classified ads in Pretoria, South Africa,
when eBay’s Gumtree.co.za started
eating its lunch. “Be brave, be bold,”
says Felix Erken, managing director
and co-owner of Junk Mail: “This is
the best time ever for the big players to
be beaten. An old dog can learn new
tricks. Try something new!”
Fast-forward to 2013: Junk Mail has
just won the “2013 ICMA Classified Media Innovation Award” with
JunkMail xchange (JMx), its mobile
marketplace on Mxit, Africa’s biggest
mobile social network with about 70
million registered members.
During 2011 Junk Mail formed
a content sharing partnership
with Mxit’s then internally-run
classifieds. After understanding
the potential of the Mxit instant
message platform in a classifieds
context, Junk Mail entered negotiations with Mxit to take control
of the Mxit classifieds portal. JMx
launched in October 2012 as the
completely rebuilt, more sophisticated classifieds portal.

Staggering results
The results so far have been staggering: 7 million
people have downloaded the app, and 3.5 million
have used JMx in the past three months. Some
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Junk Mail is the oldest classified brand in South Africa, having started publication on paper in 1990.
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Junk Mail recently extended its digital footprint
into East and West Africa. It is the oldest classified brand in South Africa. The first edition
appeared in December 1990 but it only started
as a real business when the Frenchman Gerald
Coniel took over in 1992. Economically, South
Africa was hard hit by a recession in that period.
The first democratic system of government in
South Africa’s history was still two years away.
Junk Mail challenged the newspapers in this
tumultuous political period with a completely
new business model. Private people could post
free classified ads. The organisation recovered
the costs by selling the newspaper and offering
paid-for advertising to traders.
To hear Coniel talk about those days, it seems like
hearing a young guy talking about his current
Internet or mobile start-up: work was so disruptive, addictive and people so energetic, crazy,
confident, inspiring, brave...

Humble beginnings
Junk Mail’s “garage” was a house in Pretoria: 15
employees and humble resources. “We knew we
had one job to do and that was to grow as quickly
as possible and in the most important areas: free
ads and copy sales. The rest would just fall into
place but that had to grow. We did everything 24
hours a day to make sure this happened,” Coniel
said.
In June 1993 the paper published 8,000 ads and
sold 10,000 copies. Two thousand shops were
won as distribution partners – a milestone in
Junk Mail’s history. “Our biggest success story
was the deployment of Junk Mail stands,” Coniel
said. The cheap but very effective card-box stands
were present in almost 50 percent of the newspaper outlets – a then-unknown rate in South
Africa.
Soon they started competing with the big South
African newspaper publishers, namely Independent News & Media plc, Naspers (mainly its Afrikaans papers) and Caxton and CTP Publishers
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and Printers Limited. “We used to take the daily
classifieds from all the newspapers and canvass
them. For two years we would phone every classified ever placed and ask them if they would like
their ad to go free into our paper,” Erken explained. “We achieved great success with this and
after two years we were receiving thousands of
calls from ad placers and there weren’t that many
ads in the newspapers to canvass anymore so
we shut down our call out program and just took
incoming calls.”

An attempt to fight back
The growth of Junk Mail went unnoticed by the
big newspapers groups for several years. The
first serious attempt to fight back was in 1997.
Independent News & Media launched a spoiler
product called Action Ads. They distributed it
widely and promoted it heavily on radio. Junk
Mail was quite entrenched already in the market place and fought back the best way it could.
Action Ads gained no traction and it was closed
down after a year. In the end Junk Mail was the
winner: “Action Ads did a great job in educating
the public on the free ad concept so Junk Mail
saw a massive increase in its product growth,”
Erken said. Sound familiar? Classifieds seem
to have been a winner-takes-it-all market long
before the Internet age.
The “golden” years lasted until 1997. Junk Mail
sold 60,000 copies a week. It was a household
name by that time. However, to ensure further
growth it needed to professionalise. Felix Erken
joined as co-owner and managing director in
1998. With his background as a former Autotrader
manager he knew the industry. The clear goal was
to becoming more structured and organised and
to build a massive sales team. Junk Mail started
its first verticals: Job Mail, Auto Mart, Bike Mart,
Truck Trailer. “Even our failures were profitable.
We couldn’t do anything wrong,” Erken said.
One of the biggest achievements during the strong
growth period until 2005: The development of
Junk Mail’s own national print distribution net-
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work. “It culminated in a fully fledged distribution
company capable of distributing to 10,000 outlets
nationally in less than 12 hours on a Thursday –
delivering over 100 titles over and above the Junk
Mail titles, and without owning one vehicle in the
process,” Erken said. In its best days, Junk Mail
sold more than 120,000 copies a week.

Arrogance creeps in
Junk Mail launched its first website in 1997 and
had mobile offerings as early as 1999. But it had
a conservative approach: it charged for viewing
classifieds when many already showed them for
free. Even worse: if you placed your free advertisement online, they didn’t go live immediately
but only when the next paper edition hit the
newsstand. In the worst case the ad placer had to
wait up to 10 days to start selling his stuff. Said
Coniel: “Sadly, we initially were very successful.
We were so arrogant. Thousands of thousands
of people immediately paid and led us to believe
we got it right. We’ve learned the lesson: Sometimes it’s dangerous to be successful too early. We
opened the door to Gumtree and competitors.”

their market. “This was very difficult. Our growth
culture came to a halt and turned, coupled by the
economic crisis.” When a plan to sell the company failed because the possible investor was put off
because print still composed a too big part of the
business, Junk Mail redefined its strategy.
Erken: “We saw we need to separate the two businesses. Print will always have its place, but will
go down. Digital will have the lead.” Since 2008
Junk Mail is on the growth path with its digital
offerings again. It survived the global economic
meltdown in 2009 and 2010 thanks partially to a
conservative approach to debt. “The Business will
never be the same. Now we’re focused on digital.
That’s where we put our energy,” Erken said.
“Nothing has changed - but everything has
changed. We’re still successfully linking buyers
and sellers, job seekers and employers and so on
but we have to completely re-invent our business
model again,” Coniel said. “Adapt or die is not
enough. It’s anticipate or die! We can’t afford only
to react to the market.”

2006 marked a turning point in Junk Mail’s
short history: For the first time ever they saw a
decline - circulation, commercial ad revenue –
everything took a dive. Online started to dig into
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Craigslist killer? eBay Classifieds’
Kijiji does it … in Canada
When you consider free, general merchandise classified-ad sites in North
America, Craigslist is the leader in just
about every major U.S. market. But
just across the northern border there’s
a different winner: Kijiji, a division of
eBay Classifieds, is the dominant freeclassified site in Canada.
Kijiji is the ninth most-visited website in the
country, drawing between 10 and 11 million
visitors every month. Those 10 million visitors
constitute roughly 40 percent of Canada’s total
Internet population of 24 million. (Craigslist is
much further down the list, at number 20.)
How did Kijiji do it? Zac Candelario, Kijiji general
manager for Canada, says it was really about
being in the right place at the right time. While
Craigslist was already dominant in the USA by
2005, the year Kijiji launched in

Canada, Craig Newmark’s fierce yet frugal gamechanger hadn’t yet traveled over the border in a
big way. And the closest Canadian general merchandise classifieds competitor, LesPAC, was active only in the French-speaking part of Canada.
“When we launched, there was still space in the
market,” Candelario says. “Over time we were
able to build up a lot of unique inventory – forsale-by-owner cars, goods for sale – and people
liked it. The user interface was simple, it was easy
to post, and it was free.”

Beating not only Craigslist
Craigslist isn’t the only classified site that Kijiji is
beating in Canada. According to Candelario, Kijiji
has 1.4 times as much traffic as Canada’s recruitment-specific classifieds leader Workopolis, and
four times more traffic than AutoTrader.ca. (Of
course, Kijiji’s traffic is spread out
over a far broader range of categories than either of those sites’.) In
real estate, Kijiji has about half
the traffic of Realtor.ca’s 6 million
unique visitors per month, but far
more than the 250,000 of Postmedia’s HomeFinder.ca. Nor is Kijiji
sitting still.
This year, Kijiji agreed to provide
used-vehicle listings to Driving.
ca and to 10 local newspaper
websites operated by Postmedia,
the largest publisher of Englishlanguage newspapers in Canada.
At this writing, Kijiji has more
than 150,000 vehicles listed,

Kijiji, a division of eBay Classifieds,
is the dominant free classified
site in Canada, drawing between
10 and 11 million visitors every
month.
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more than twice the number on the Postmedia
sites. Canadian market leader AutoTrader.ca lists
230,000 used vehicles.
The emphasis on automotive is intentional. Until
this April, when Kijiji started charging for multiple rental listings by large property managers,
automotive was the only category in which the
company charged people to place ads.

New battle might be brewing
However, a new battle may be brewing for general
merchandise classifieds in Canada. LesPAC,
which has been operating since 1995 in French
only, is planning English-language, Canada-wide
listings that could give Kijiji some additional competition. LesPAC already has 1.9 million unique
monthly visitors and, in our opinion, a more
attractive and search-friendly interface. In 2011,
MediaGrif Interactive Technologies Inc., an ecommerce company based near Montreal, bought
LesPAC from Yellow Media Group for $70 million.
LesPAC charges a small fee (less than $2 per listing in bulk) for all categories and is more automotive-oriented, cars making up some 50 percent of
listings vs. 25 percent at Kijiji.
Other Canadian classified competitors include
Buyandsell.ca, Classified.ca, La Mega Prise (and
its English language equivalent, The Mega Catch),
YourClassifieds.ca and UsedEverywhere, which is
based in Western Canada. Interestingly, Western
Canada is also where Craigslist is strongest in the
country. It’s surprisingly strong in Vancouver and
Victoria, B.C. Asked why, Candelario suggests
that perhaps it is “a West Coast thing,” referring
to Craigslist’s home base in San Francisco.

Mobile services actively promoted
Kijiji actively promotes mobile services and receives 25 percent of its traffic from smartphones,
tablets and other mobile devices. Its Apple and
Android apps let users snap a photo, type up a
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listing and post without using a physical keyboard. (There’s nothing yet for BlackBerries.)
The new charges for rentals on Kijiji mean property managers and landlords posting more than
three active units from the same e-mail address
will be charged a fee. That’s reminiscent of Craigslist, which does the same thing in New York City.
John Graham, head of real estate at Kijiji, says
the fee was instituted to discourage scams and
fraudulent listings (that was Craigslist’s reason
too). Kijiji has 240,000 property listings across
Canada – 140,000 rentals and 100,000 homes
for sale. These are split 50-50 between real estate
agents and for-sale-by-owner (FSBO) properties.
When Kijiji launched in 2005, most listings were
FSBOs but, says Graham, as the site gained traffic, the real estate agents came knocking.
Kijiji supports the full gamut of social media services, with city-specific listings delivered by Facebook and Twitter. The site launched a Grouponlike daily deal service in 2011. Candelario says
that unlike the open field it resembled when Kijiji
launched in Canada in 2005, group buying today
is a crowded and troubled space, and Kijiji is in
the middle of “a pack of 10 meaningful competitors. Still, it seems to be an opportunity. And we
have the traffic.”
Kijiji has a “clean” reputation: The site eliminated
not only erotic ads, as Craigslist did in September
2010, but jettisoned all personal ads earlier that
year in February. No surprise why: a Kijiji-sponsored survey in 2009 found that 75 percent of
adults said they “prefer to buy or sell items from
a website that does not host erotic ads or adult
services.”

A million new ads a week
For number counters, here are a few metrics
meant to impress: Users of Kijiji in Canada post
a million new ads a week – close to 50 million a
year. The site includes 3 million active ads; 800
auto ads are posted each hour, and a new ad (in
any category) goes online every 0.7 seconds.
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Kijiji is part of eBay Classifieds Group,
which also operates Gumtree, the U.K.’s
largest general merchandise classified portal with 7.9 million monthly unique visitors,
making it the 27th most popular website
in that country. Gumtree lists 1.6 million
ads, and also operates in Poland, Australia,
South Africa, Ireland, Singapore and New
Zealand. eBay also offers classifieds under
the brands Ala Maula in Latin America;
Bilbasen.com and DBA.dk in Denmark;
eBay Classifieds in the USA, Germany
and Italy; Loquo in Spain; Marktplaats in
the Netherlands and Mobile.de (autos) in
Germany.
Given that eBay several years ago rebranded its Kijiji locations in the USA
with the more global “eBay Classifieds”
moniker, will we eventually see a similar
change for Kijiji Canada? Nope, Calendario says. “Kijiji has 90 percent brand
recognition in Canada. We’re a household name.”
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ebay Classifieds
Group also operates Gumtree,
the U.K.’s
largest general
merchandise
classified portal.
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Who’s bankrolling classifieds
While many newspaper companies
struggle with the rapid changes in
classified advertising – and some publishers delegate the work to others by
affiliating with brands such as Monster.com – mounds of smart money
continue to chase the profits that classified ads can bring.
Mindful of margins that at some sites top 70
percent, international investment firms are pouring money into the classified advertising business
in seven- and eight-digit dollar or euro sums (or
more).
The AIM Group has compiled a list of investment
houses that have placed their bets on classifieds.
Some work in Eastern Europe; some in developing markets such as Africa or Latin America;
some in Asia; and some wherever they see opportunity. The investors are listed below in alphabetical order. This is not intended as a complete
list; it’s a sampling of some of companies we track
as we follow leading classified investors.

Investors
Apax Partners: Apax is one of the leading investors in automotive advertising websites worldwide. It owns 49.9 percent of Trader Media Group,
which operates AutoTrader.co.uk in partnership
with Guardian Media Group (50.1 percent). It also
owns all of Trader Corp., which operates AutoTrader.ca, and owns a stake in Dealer.com, which
provides websites and technology services to auto
dealers in the USA. It is a part-owner of SouFun,
the Chinese real estate site; Top Right Group
(formerly EMap International), a business-tobusiness publisher and conference organiser; and
ALM (formerly American Lawyer Media), a b-to-b publisher
in the United States focused on
the legal and commercial real
estate industries.
Baring Vostok Capital
Partners: Avito.ru, one of the
leading classified sites in Russia
and projected by its owners to
become the world’s third-

We also list a handful of newspaper-owned consortia that
are active in the classified
advertising field. Again, this
is not intended as a complete
list.

From left: Avito.ru, partly owned by
Baring Vostok Capital partners, is one
of the leading classified sites in Russia;
Fish4 started off as a consortium owned
by several British newspaper publishers
and is now solely owned by trinity Mirror; and CareerBuilder.com is owned by
three U.S. newspaper groups: Gannett,
tribune and McClatchy.
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largest classified site, is part-owned by BVCP. The
company also owned a large stake in Yandex.ru,
the leading Internet search engine in Russia, before that firm went public on the Nasdaq market
in 2011.
General Atlantic: A $17 billion growth equity
company based in Greenwich, Connecticut,
(outside New York City), General Atlantic has
invested in many major classified companies
including Dice, the niche recruitment portal;
SouFun, a leading real estate and home furnishing and improvement site in China; and MercadoLibre, a general classifieds site in Latin America.
It is a minority partner with
Axel Springer in Axel Springer
Digital Classifieds GmbH,
which was valued at 1.25 billion euros when it was formed
in early 2012. It owns SeLoger,
a French real estate site;

Immonet, an online real estate classified business
in Germany; and StepStone, a pan-European
recruitment business that also owns TotalJobs
Group.
Investment AB Kinnevik: This company,
based in Stockholm, Sweden, owns stakes in
Avito.ru, one of the largest classified sites in Russia; Wimdu, a site for short-term vacation housing; and a number of e-commerce companies. It
recently invested 1.1 billion euros in Rocket Internet, an Internet/e-commerce umbrella company.
It is an investor in Metro, the free-newspaper
publisher; Millicom, a telecoms and media company focused on Latin America and Africa; and
Tele2, a European telecom operator.
Providence Equity: This private equity firm
manages funds with $28 billion in commitments.
It owns 25 percent of Auto Trader Group, which
operates AutoTrader.com and KBB.com in the
United States. (The other 75 percent is owned
primarily by Cox Enterprises,
a multi-faceted media company.) It also was an investor
in UOL.com, a leading Internet service provider in Latin
America. It is based in Providence, Rhode Island.
Tiger Global: A multi-billiondollar private equity investor
and hedge fund based in New
York City, this group has holdings
in a major classified advertising
holding company in Africa and
another in Latin America. Tiger is
a shareholder in One Africa Media,
which is owner or part-owner of five
classified advertising companies operating in various African countries:
PrivateProperty, Cheki, Jobberman,
BrighterMonday, and SafariNow.
Tiger Global also is controlling shareholder of Navent, which operates real
estate recruitment and auto sites in
13 Latin America countries. Its sites
include Imovelweb in Brazil, Bumeran,
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a job site operating throughout Latin America,
and Mercadoi in Mexico. In March it acquired
Cobone.com, the largest daily deals site in the
Middle East, where it also has additional investments, including a stake in Bayt.com, a leading
recruitment site.

Consortia
CareerBuilder.com: The number-one recruitment site in the USA, with additional operations
in Europe, Asia, South America and Canada,
CareerBuilder is owned by Gannett, Tribune and
McClatchy, although the Tribune stake is believed
to be for sale at this writing. CareerBuilder is the
product of an investment of more than $1 billion
by six media companies, plus various mergers,
including CareerPath.com and HeadHunter.net.
Microsoft briefly owned a 4-percent stake in the
company before selling it back to CareerBuilder in
early 2011. It is based in Chicago.

Fish4 was a U.K. classified advertising consortium established in 1999 by Newsquest, Northcliffe (Daily Mail and General Trust), Trinity
Mirror, Regional Independent Media, Bristol
United Press, and GMG Regional Media (Guardian Media Group). It operated Fish4Jobs, Fish4Homes and Fish4Cars. In 2010, Trinity Mirror
bought out the last remaining other shareholder,
Newsquest (owned by Gannett of the USA) and
became the sole owner.
Versum was the largest newspaper consortium
in Germany. It failed, but built from its remains
is markt.gruppe, a company that works with
regional newspapers and owns shares or all of
Markt.de, Immowelt.de, Stellenanzeigen.de, Motoso.de, and Trauer.de, a family notices site.

Classified Ventures: This Chicago-based consortium was owned at times by six to eight U.S.
newspaper companies; it’s now owned by Belo,
Gannett, McClatchy, Tribune and the Washington Post Company. It operates Apartments.com
and Cars.com in the USA, and is affiliated with
HomeFinder.com, a real estate site.
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About the AIM Group
The AIM Group, formally the Advanced Interactive Media Group LLC,
is the world’s leading consultancy in
interactive media and classified advertising. The AIM Group publishes
Classified Intelligence Report, a continuous advisory service known as
“the bible of the classified advertising
industry.”
AIM Group / Classified Intelligence consultants
have practical, real-world experience operating
and managing traditional and interactive-media
businesses.
The AIM Group works with leading media companies, broadcasters, dot-coms and technology
companies. It was founded in 1998 by Peter M.
Zollman and is based in Orlando, Florida, with
EMEA headquarters in Munich, Germany. As a
virtual, global team of more than 30 consultants
and writer / analysts, the AIM Group provides
strategic and tactical consulting; sales training;
proprietary and published research about interactive media, and other services.
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Unlike many consultants, the AIM Group never
presents “canned” or “off-the-shelf” presentations. AIM Group consultants work closely with
clients to provide specific, detailed, actionable
strategies and tactics that deliver higher revenue,
sales reps who are trained in real-world interactive media issues, and more effective interactive
media tools for publishers.
For more information on Classified Intelligence Report or AIM Group consulting
services, contact Zollman, pzollman@aimgroup.com, +1.407.788.2780, or Katja Riefler,
Director-EMEA, katjar@aimgroup.com or
+49.89.6.214.6044.
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About the contributors
Peter M. Zollman has more than 40 years of
experience in the news business, starting with his
days as front-page editor of the Tonawanda News
near Buffalo, New York. He worked at newspapers, radio and television stations, Reuters and
United Press International, and on the world’s
first interactive television project before founding
the AIM Group in 1998.
As founding principal of the AIM Group, Zollman has worked with hundreds of newspapers
and other clients to help them develop successful
interactive-media services. He is internationally
known as a dynamic speaker, and has served as
a keynote or presenter at hundreds of conferences. He is one of the world’s leading experts
on Craigslist and free classifieds, self-service ad
placement, recruitment / automotive / real estate
advertising. As a journalist, he earned 13 awards
for reporting and photography.
A one-time restaurant reviewer in New Orleans,
Zollman now lives near Orlando, Florida, and
travels worldwide speaking and consulting. He
has visited 46 of the 50 United States and has
spoken on five continents, in more than 30 countries.

Katja Riefler, AIM Group principal and
Director-EMEA, has a broad background working with newspapers, trade associations and
online services. She joined the AIM Group in
2002, analysing the changing nature of classified
advertising throughout Europe. She’s responsible
for AIM Group client relationships in EMEA and
heads a team of more than a dozen analysts she
recruited.
As an expert on digital developments, she works
closely with the German newspaper association,
BDZV; the German newspaper marketing association ZMG, and WAN-IFRA. In 1996, she helped
found the first Internet organisation owned by
and for German newspapers, MBT Online KG, a
common venture which ultimately had 30 newspaper companies as shareholders.
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She has worked as a journalist for Allgäuer Zeitung, a regional newspaper, and as an editor of
the journalism magazine “Drehscheibe.”
She is a regular speaker at conferences and
contributor to trade publications. IFRA has
published special reports she co-wrote about
“customer-centric communication,” and BDZV
published her reports on hyperlocal newspaper
strategies and Google’s implications for newspaper digital strategies. She is based in Munich and
enjoys hiking.

Talal Abu Issa has followed developments in
interactive media and classified advertising in
the Middle East and Europe for the AIM Group
and CIR, and has participated in several research
projects. He works with a global telecoms provider in Jordan as a project manager, primarily
on mobile and GSM projects. He has more than
10 years of experience in IT, including four in
telecom applications and six in web-based applications, along with software life-cycle issues.
Has been working with the AIM Group since
2007, and speaks Arabic and English. He is based
in Dubai.

Brian Blum began working with the AIM
Group in 2004 as a writer / analyst. Previously
he was CEO and founder of Neta4, a start-up that
developed a personalised web publishing platform, and also served as Entrepreneur-in-Residence at Jerusalem Global Ventures. He served
as VP of marketing for a telecommunications
provider, and developed iAccomplish, an iPhone
/ iPad application that helps users track and
analyse their daily activities. Blum covers high
tech and start-ups for The Jerusalem Post and
Israel21c, a website that focuses on Israeli life and
society “beyond the conflict” in the Middle East.
He is the author of Interactive Media: Essentials
for Success (Ziff-Davis Press) and a blog called
This Normal Life. Originally from the San Francisco Bay area, Blum is now based in Jerusalem.
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Cristina Costa focuses on Spain, Portugal,
Switzerland and Austria for the AIM Group and
CIR, and is a journalist with long experience in
the media agency business as well. Before joining
the AIM Group. She previously worked as a media planning assistant and a researcher for ZDF, a
German public television station. As a journalist,
she worked in Germany for regional newspapers,
a radio broadcaster and a news agency. She has
master’s degrees in journalism, communication
science, film science and Portuguese. She speaks
five languages, including German, Portuguese
and French.

Don Gasper is based in Hong Kong and covers
media industry trends in the greater China area.
He specialises in business and legal developments involving Chinese companies, and has
worked for several years as a reporter and editor
for daily newspapers in Hong Kong. He has
contributed and edited various monthly publications and websites, and lectured on journalism
and communications at various universities. He
is particularly interested in how the Internet is
revolutionising possibilities for business and
social communications in China. He participated
in the International Federation of Journalists
mission to China in 2008 to advise on media arrangements for the Beijing Olympics. He speaks
English and Mandarin Chinese, and has been
working with the AIM Group since 2005.

Lars Herlin, who has more than 25 years of
experience as CEO for several media companies,
joined the AIM Group in 2013. He is a senior
writer / analyst, covering Schibsted, interactive
media and classifieds in the Nordic countries. He
worked for the largest newspaper in Scandinavia,
Expressen, and then as an economic reporter for
Svenska Dagbladet and a business magazine. He
became managing editor of Gotlands Allehanda,
and later the company’s CEO. After a merger, he
ran two competing newspapers owned by the
Swedish media group NTM, along with a commercial radio station. He has been on the board
of Svenska Nyhetsbyrån and of Norrbottens
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Media. He lives on the west coast of Gotland,
an island in the Baltic sea, and speaks Swedish,
Danish, Norwegian and English.

Sharon Hill has been a senior writer / analyst
for the AIM Group since 2004, except for a twoyear time-out as sales and marketing manager
for Suburban Newspapers of America (now Local
Media Association). She has worked at newspapers in California, the Carolinas and Indiana as
a classified ad exec, and once drove a 28-hour
Sunday motor route from Anchorage, Alaska,
to Fairbanks through numerous remote towns
to deliver the Anchorage Times. She covers real
estate, automotive and recruitment in the United
States for the AIM Group and Classified Intelligence Report, and also posts blog items daily at
AIMGroup.com. She is a writer and researcher
about “telework,” or off-site employment. She is
based in Phoenix, Arizona.

Dave LaFontaine is AIM Group director for
Latin America. He has more than 20 years of
experience as a journalist, editor and multimedia
producer. He is a videographer who has worked
for ABC’s PrimeTime and as managing editor for
FirlmsOn.com. He is also a blogger and entertainment writer who has worked for a number of
tabloid and specialty publications. He has served
as managing editor of the Caracas Daily Journal,
and worked as an editor and reporter in Latin
America. He writes analytical pieces for Classified Intelligence Report. Based in Los Angeles, he
speaks five languages.

Alessandra Ritondo has been a writer / analyst and Italian correspondent for the AIM Group
since 2008. She specialises in financial topics and
is mainly focused on the economic impact of new
technologies for enterprises. She has contributed
to Affari e Finanza, the business financial weekly
of La Repubblica, Il Corriere delle Telecomunicazioni, Ottagono, and the real estate marketing
strategies website Immobiliare.com. She speaks
English and French as well as Italian.
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Jim Townsend, editorial director and an AIM
Group principal, is a career journalist, consultant
and interactive media pioneer with more than 35
years of experience in news management. He was
founding editor of Houston Chronicle Interactive,
the website of the Houston Chronicle. He won a
New Media Federation Digital Edge award from
the Newspaper Association of America, and has
been with the AIM Group as an analyst and consultant since 2001. He is based in Houston.

Christoffel Volschenk joined the AIM Group
as a researcher and writer in 2007. He’s become
EMEA editor and senior analyst for Classified
Intelligence Report, bringing more than 25 years
of experience in business journalism to the team.
He is also a freelance journalist, online editor
and translator. Before joining the AIM Group,
he spent 15 years with Naspers in South Africa
where he worked as a journalist, economics editor and online project manager. He now spends
most of his time supporting the AIM Group team
in Europe, the Middle East and Africa, from an
office in Stuttgart, Germany. He speaks English,
German and Afrikaans.
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From WAN-IFRA
Anton Jolkovski is digital publishing manager
at WAN-IFRA. He manages and publishes the
SFN Executive News Service, a daily roundup of
developments of the news publishing industry in
e-mail form. He also is managing editor of World
News Publishing Focus, WAN-IFRA’s bimonthly
magazine. He is a longtime journalist, having
worked for radio stations, daily and weekly newspapers, and a business news wire service. He first
joined the former IFRA as an intern in 1983 and
later worked for INES, a subsidiary of IFRA dedicated to helping newspapers find their footing in
digital media in the mid-1990s.
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